
HOKENDAUQUA PARK and PLAYGROUND ASSOGIATTON

Code of Conduct Rules for Coachq :

As a coach \ the HPPA, I agree to:

o Obey all the rules and regulations set forth by the HPPA and the League in which
my team plays.x

. Respect all players and offer them constructive feedback, balanced between
corrective instruction with positive reinforcement and compliments to
acknowledge success and goals that were met. I will treat all players fairly and
equitably because each one contributes to the team.x

. Respect all parents and families of our team's players. Sports pafticipation is a
large commitment for the parents and families of our players and to show
respect for that commitment I will communicate necessary information to them
in as timely and detailed a manner as possible.*

. Follow the proper procedure to resolve any issues or concerns with regard to my
team, The head coach, assistant coaches, League representatives, sports
commissioner and HPPA members are available to me for support.

. Display good sportsmanship at all times. I promise to be a positive role model
for the players, coaches and families of our team as well as for everyone
associated with the opposing team. I promise to respect the umpires, refs and
fans who attend our games.*

. Refrain from using foul language, threatening verbal or physical behavior or
other unsportsmanlike conduct that results in actions that are detrimental to the
HPPA or individual or public welfare and which are not consistent with the
purpose of the HPPA organization.x

. To take care of the playing fields, courts, Park grounds and equipment that are
used by our team.x

. Be a contributor to the HPPA by being a positive and caring influence and an
encouraging guide in teaching the lessons of team sports to all the players I
have the privilege to coach.*

. To obey and abide by this Coach's Code of Conduct.*



HOKENDAUQUA PARK and PLAYGROUND ASSOCIATION

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the HPPA Coach's Conduct
Policy. By signing below, I further acknowledge that I will obey and abide by
the HPPA Coach's Code of Conduct Poliey, knowing that failure to do so could
result in severe penalties, as determined in the sole discretion of the Board.
Penalties may include, but may not be limited to, my removal from a game'
suspension from coaching future games or my dismissal from my coaching
responsibilities and possibly an expulsion from the HPPA, depending on the
severity of the violation, all as determined by the Board, I also acknowledge
that a failure to sign this document may result in my immediate rejection as
a coach of any HPPA team.*

* Indicates a revision to the previous HPPA Code of Conduct Policies
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